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Welcome to our March Ewire
We like to keep you up to date with ideas and information that will help you gain the maximum advantage
from working with us.
Our Ewires will be sent to you regularly to keep you in touch with the latest legal news and we hope you will
find these bulletins interesting.
In this edition, we look at the concept of technology transfer which is becoming more widespread, while we
examine new early conciliation rules in employment law.
We also take a closer look at Intellectual Property risk in the USA, while we consider legal issues in the
business of sport and a recent Supreme Court judgment on wills.
Finally we congratulate partner Liza Zucconi being listed again in Chambers Global 2014 as a leading
individual, while inviting you to attend our seminar on “Looking good on LinkedIn”.
If you would like further information on any of the issues reported here, please contact us.
We operate a responsible email policy at Silverman Sherliker LLP Solicitors, so if you do not wish to
receive further copies of our Ewire, please click here to unsubscribe.

Technology Transfer
Jonathan Silverman discusses how businesses can collaborate on technology
and product development to bring a concept to market whilst safeguarding
legal issues.
Click here to view full article...

In the News: Silverman Sherliker wins domain name battle for international Forex client at World
Intellectual Property Organisation
We are pleased to announce another domain name victory, as reported on
LeapRate, in which Chris Sherliker (cjs@silvermansherliker.co.uk) explains
the impact of the decision by the World Intellectual Property Organization.
For more details please click here.

Employment law changes: Will new early conciliation rules be successful in promoting settlement
between parties?
Senior Employment Partner Nicholas Lakeland and trainee solicitor Alban
Radivojevic, answer Diana Bentley’s questions on the possible implications of
the introduction of the new conciliation regime.
Click here to view full article...

IP Risk in the USA – Patent reforms clamp down on Trolls
Solicitor Tristan Sherliker examines the effects of the first anniversary of patent
reform in the USA which was targeted at the notorious practice known as “patent
trolling.”
Click here to view full article...

A Sporting Image - The Business of Sport
In the past 20 years, sport has become one of the biggest industries in the
world (some 2% of global GDP is generated from the sports industry). Keen
sportsman Billy Jenks of our Intellectual Property team looks at how sports
stars’ images are increasingly being monetised, and fought over.
Click here to view full article...

Wills in the news: Application of common sense or an opening of the flood gates to uncertainty and
litigation?
Trainee solicitor Ben Thorogood (bpt@silvermansherliker.co.uk)
examines the recent judgment by the Supreme Court (Marley v Rawlings)
giving courts and extended power to rectify wills, which for certain reasons
are ineffective or invalid. Additional research by Philip Moore.
Click here to view full article...

Chambers listing for Liza Zucconi
Silverman Sherliker is delighted to announce that Liza Zucconi, a partner in our
Company Commercial department, has again been recognised by the authoritative
Chambers Global as a leading international lawyer in Corporate and M&A law. Many
congratulations to Liza.
Please click here to view Liza’s profile.

Looking Good on LinkedIn

Silverman Sherliker LLP cordially invite you to our seminar on “Looking
Good on LinkedIn” with Emily Miller of Marshall Walker ‘The LinkedIn
Tutors’.
Click here to view full article...

What’s on your Mind?
Is there any particular topic or area of law (business, private client or family matters)
that you would like to see us focus on in a future edition of Ewire?
Please contact the Editor, Robert MacGinn, with your requests and suggestions on
rm@silvermansherliker.co.uk.
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